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Notes on Tonight's Concert: 

Without doubt, one of the most influential music publications of the 18th 
century was Vivaldi's 1711 collection of concertos entitled L'estro armonico (The 
Harmonic lnspiration).Although he had written concertos for years and many such 
works had already been in circulation in manuscript, great pains were obviously 
taken to make an impact with this, his third opus, but first publication of concertos. 
J.S. Bach thought well enough of Vivaldi's concertos to transcribe half of them for 
keyboard instruments, including tonight's Concerto XI. The favor was returned, in a 
sense, when, largely because of these transcriptions Vivaldi was re-discovered in 
the early 20th century in the wake of Bach scholarship. Concerto XI features two 
violins and a cello as the concertante group. 

Biber's Battalia a 10 is a programmatic work intended for entertainment 
from a master best known for his monumental Mystery Sonatas and a number of 
larger ensemble works. After a lively introduction, we hear the soldiers singing 
their songs, all in different keys, resulting in a cacophony rarely heard in baroque 
music! Der Mars ( The March) evokes a fife and drum duet, wherein the bassist is 
instructed to place paper underneath the strings to get a particularly snare-like 
effect. In Die Sch/acht (The Battle), the cellists snap their strings against the 
fingerboard to imitate gunshots. Battalia ends on a decidedly somber note with a 
Lament for the Wounded. 

Johann Heinrich Schmelzer has the distinction of being the first German
speaking composer to publish sonatas for the violin and the first non-Italian 
Kapellmeister in the service of the Holy Roman Emperor. His fame and influence as 
a violinist and composer in mid- I 7th century Austria and beyond cannot be 
overstated. His Sonata a 3 features three violins, each of which is given solo 
spotlights as well as moments of harmonious ensemble passages. Despite following 
his patron the Emperor to Prague to avoid the plague, Schmelzer succumbed to 
that pandemic of the baroque era in 1680. 

As a choir boy in the Chapel Royal, Henry Purcell survived both the Great 
Fire of London and the plague. His Fantasia, Three Parts Upon a Ground, aptly 
describes itself, as three violins spin a fanciful series of variations over a ground 
bass. This repeated bass line has a superficial resemblance to that found in 
Pachelbel's Kanan, but the sophistication and inventiveness of Purcell's work far 
exceeds that work, with ever-shifting meters and a rich variety of textures. 

The Fairy Queen, a semi-opera loosely based on Shakespeare's A

Midsummer Night's Dream, was first performed in London in 1692, just a few 
years before the composer's death. Purcell supplied copious amounts of music, 
including songs, dances, and music for audience entrances and stage changes. 
Tonight's suite represents a very brief sampling of each of these types of pieces. 
T he aria, If Love's a Sweet Passion, although performed without a vocalist, 
represents one of Purcell's most beautiful melodies. 

Francesco Geminiani brought his violin virtuosity and his considerable 
composition and theoretical knowledge to England in 1714, never returning to his 
native Italy. As a tribute to his teacher Arcangelo Corelli, he arranged the latter's 
La fo/ia-based on the well-known theme from the Iberian peninsula-- and other 

sonatas from op. 5 in 1729 for string orchestra in the form of a concerto grosso. 
Geminiani's presence in England helped seal the everlasting popularity and 
influence of Italian music in northern Europe. 

By Allen Whear 





 



 
 
 



 



 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 



 


